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Dear Name MP        

Badger Cull - a costly mistake that won’t solve TB in cattle 
 

I felt compelled to write to you in light of Defra’s decision to go ahead with the two trial 
culls in June.  I find it incomprehensible that the government is still not listening to the 
mountain of powerful scientific evidence which proves that culling is a costly mistake.  

 
The Government continues to insist that its decision to cull “wholly conforms to the science”!  Yet 
towards the end of 2012, the government’s claim that its plan to cull is “science led” was shot down by 
Lord Krebs, who carried out the 10-year badger culling trial at a cost of £50 million, the world’s biggest 
ever scientific study into the issue that found culling is not the solution. Lord Krebs called it “mindless” 
and signed a letter with 31 other eminent scientists demanding the government reconsider its plan.  

 
Science makes it clear that the adoption of a genuinely science-led policy is the only long-
term, effective solution to combat TB in cattle.   

 
Defra is even ignoring MPs!  To add more weight against culling, in October last year the issue was 
debated by MPs which resulted in a vote of 147 to 28 against a badger cull, and a call on the 
government to implement the more sustainable and humane solution of vaccination, along with 
improved testing methods and improved bio security on farms.   

 
MPs represent the view of their constituents so why is Defra ignoring the strong message that’s being 
conveyed.  It’s been made very clear that public opinion is strongly against a badger cull, but 
government is blatantly ignoring public opinion just to keep the farmers happy in order to retain their 
vote! 

 
It’s not the first time that DEFRA has got it wrong!  It wasn’t that long ago that Caroline Spelman, 
Environment Secretary at the time, was forced into a U-turn, brought about by huge public outcry, 
against the bid to sell 258,000 hectares of publicly-owned forest and woodland.  Defra has got it wrong 
again as the strength of public feeling against the proposed Badger Cull is equally strong.   

 
Labour is against the coalition’s policy to cull, arguing it will cost more than it saves, put strain on police 
resources and spread TB as badgers flee into previously uninfected areas.  Naturewatch intends to keep 
badgers at the forefront of the issues in the run-up to local elections on Thursday 2nd May.  We will be 
encouraging the public to help ensure we only have badger-friendly councillors in office by voting for 
Labour candidates.   This will help send a strong message to the Government that we’re not going to sit 
by and let them exterminate England’s badger population. 

 
Ignoring the views of scientists, wildlife experts, the public and its very own MPs will 
damage the Government.  

 
I ask that you do everything within your power to ensure the Government wakes up before it’s too late 
– common sense must prevail.  I thank you in advance for your attention to this important matter. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Your signature 
 
Print your name 
 

	  
	  
	  
	  


